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ABSTRACT Dielectric fluids or commonly oils serve as the protection of any power utility components,
which make it selection crucial for utility. Due to its significance, consistent research has been performed
and new insulants have been introduced for power utilities to attain better, reliable, and a longer lifespan
than the former one. Nanotechnology-based insulating liquids are still under research but show the potential
to achieve the objective of smart and futuristic insulation. This paper provides the critical review for the
development of insulating liquid and promising results shown by the nanoparticles dispersed fluid termed
nanofluids. The state-of-the-art research illustration includes synthesis, experimental investigation, and
dielectric and physio-mechanical characterization of nanofluids. The enhancements in the characteristics
of nanofluids are elucidated along with its possible mechanisms and shortcomings.

INDEX TERMS Liquid dielectric, nanofluids, mineral oil, natural oil, nanoparticles, dielectric response,
breakdown characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION
The steady and never meeting demand of electricity is a
continuous challenge for the researchers to improve the
power generation/distribution on a more substantial gauge
and enhanced capitals. Reliable operation of the transformer
(i.e. the fundamental component of power transmission and
distribution systems) is of the utmost importance [1], and
around one-third of the transformer failures are provoked
by the insulation failure [2]. The insulating oil outlines
the usability, performance, and aging of transformer [3] for
expediting the development of the insulating medium. For
the accomplishment of futuristic insulating oil, conventional
transformer oils are treated with nanotechnology for signifi-
cant cost savings and enhanced dielectric properties [4].

Nanofluid (NF) is newly evolving product of
nanotechnology-in application of dielectric fluid and coolant,
engineered by stably dispersing the colloidal particles, which
typically sized in the order of nm into the traditional base
fluids with the support of surfactants [5], [6]. The addition
of nanoparticles enhance the heat transfer performance of
transformer oil along with the improvement in the dielec-
tric performance [7]. Choi and Eastman [8] put forward
the concept of nanofluid in 1995 comprising the base liq-
uid and uniform dispersion of nanoparticles in it. Choi [9]
described multi-benefits of nanofluids such as aggrandized

surface area, better dispersion stability, significant heat flow
rate and higher breakdown strength as a huge advantage for
the modern industrialized applications over the conventional
fluids.

The literature reviews on nanofluids published by
the previous authors are mostly confined to nanoflu-
ids as thermal fluid or coolant. Its synthesis [11], [12],
characterization [11]–[14], mechanism [14]–[16], applica-
tions [6], [11]–13], and future challenges [6], [7], [10]
undoubtly stand out as the next-level heat exchanger. The
individual nanoparticle (NP) based review has also been
published [16]. The whole past work was limited to water,
ethylene glycol, pump oil, etc. as base fluid, which are
conventional conductive medium and a single review of
nanofluid as an enhanced insulant has been discussed.
Lv et al. [4] illustrated the electrical properties of limited
nano-based insulating oils with the lack of stability analysis,
and the role of surfactants and the environmental influence.

This paper aims to provide the state-of-art literature
reviews on the nanofluids in the dielectric application which
is significantly demanded. The recent progress and evolution-
ary impact of NPs over the conventional dielectric liquids
along with the study of the NFs stability, surfactant enactment
and dielectric influence in presence of physio-mechanical
characteristics are reviewed in this paper.
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II. HISTORY
Narrow applications of gaseous dielectric have led to the
abundant applications of liquid dielectrics globally in tradi-
tional power utility components [17]–[19], transmission com-
ponents [20]–[22], protection schemes [22], [23], advanced
power electronic thermal management [24], etc. The mineral
oil obtained from petroleum with ideal insulating character-
istics [3], [25], [26] is a well-known commercial dielectric
liquid since the 19th century and probably shall ensure its
market continuously [27]. Halogenated hydrocarbons based
oil [28] for special applications were introduced in 1930, but
due to its biohazards [29], its uses were prohibited soon to
preserve ecosystem and also its alternative has been devel-
oped. Liquid insulation with its bifunctional characteristics
are mandatory from huge power transformer to µ-electronics
heat sink. Its development originates from various syn-
thetic and natural liquid dielectrics consisting of synthetic
hydrocarbons [30]–[32], silicone oils [33]–[36], synthetic
esters [37]–[39], vegetable oils [40]–[43], and hybrid oil
as classified on the basis of applications in Figure 1. The
specific applications of a dielectric liquid overridden by the
intermixing of different oil to obtain the specific properties of
insulant have been evaluated for over a decade[44]–[48].

FIGURE 1. Classification of dielectric fluid or insulating oil on the basis of
applications. The selection of insulating oil depends on application
requirement and commerce of implementation.

The principle of Superconductivity is utilized in various
power applications like cables and transformers insulation
with the critical requirement of steady temperature. Costly
liquid nitrogen and other cryogenic liquids with their superior
dielectric strength are making their place as coolant and insu-
lant in the power equipment [49]–[53]. However, much work
is needed to exploit the nanofluids potential to the fullest.

A. INTRODUCTION TO NANOFILLERS
The process of performance enhancement of the dielectric
liquid has been researched for over the decades. Many chem-
icals have been used as additives in the dielectric fluid to

inhibit, passivate, reduce pour-point or scavenge the electrons
present in the dielectric fluid [25], [54]. The chemicals
such as 2,6-ditertiary-butyl paracresol and 2,6-ditertiary-
butyl phenol with concentrations less than 0.1% of mass in
fluid act as the antioxidant to improve the expected insulation
age [48], [49].

Afore nanotechnology, dielectric enhancement of the base
fluid tried with the dispersion of micron-sized colloids
in the fluid [52] which results into significant deteriora-
tion in dielectric characteristics of the suspension, as the
micron sized particle are considered as the electron trap-
ping sites which hasten streamer development due to the
local field enhancement. Another shortcoming associated
with microparticle is the higher density when compared to
suspension [53]. The objective of efficient cooling, better
dielectric strength,miniaturization and better efficiency of the
transformer are likely to be achieved by nanofluids [54]. The
term nanofluid has been introduced by Choi [9] and upon his
experimental work, the results showed better, and stable ther-
mal heat exchanging property as compared to micron-sized
particles. For over the decades, nanofluid, as new thermal
exchanger medium is still in the state of research [55], [56].
Until, Segal [57] observed the enhancement in breakdown
strength due to magnetic nanoparticle addition in trans-
former oil along with the improved thermal characteristics.
Afterward, many magnetic [58]–[64], conductive [65]–[75],
semiconductive [67], [76]–[86], insulated [87]–[90] natured
nanoparticles are dispersed in different dielectric liquids to
achieve improved dielectric properties without compromising
physio-thermal properties. The dispersion stability [91]–[93],
influence of the moisture [83], [87], [94]–[98], temperature,
role of surfactant [71], [99] and nanoparticle’s surface modi-
fication [84] are also researched. However, the development
of nanofluids are still hindered by several factors such as the
lack of agreement between results, poor characterization of
suspensions, and the lack of theoretical understanding of the
mechanism.

III. PREPARATION
Nanofluids are not basically twofold solid-liquid mixtures
considering the fact that there are several hindrances and
chucks while preparing an efficient nanofluid. The stability
of nanofluids as well as uniform dispersion of nanoparticles
are essential while preparing nanofluids [97]. Nanofluids
usually suffer from agglomeration and clusters formation
due to high attractive/repulsive force between nanoparticles,
thereby resulting in instability and falls off under gravity
over the duration of time [100]. To overcome such obsta-
cles, a uniform dispersion of monosized nanoparticles are
required before they coagulate [101]. The elusive preparation
of nanofluid has been categorized into twomethods namely as
one-step and two-step physical and chemical processes [15].
One-step process involves simultaneous synthesis and dis-

persion of nanoparticles into the base fluid i.e., the practices
of drying, storage, and transportation of the nanoparticles
are escaped, resulting in minimization of agglomeration and
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enhanced stable nano-based oil [11]. For example, silver
nanoparticle, when synthesized by one-step process adopts
mineral oil by disintegrating silver lactate into the mineral
oil, which remained well dispersed roughly for a month [74].
The single step preparation method produces the nanofluids
with less range of particle size that limited the chances of
aggregation [102]. The drawback of one-step process is the
formation of residues in the nanofluid due to the incomplete
reaction or stabilization [15] and its incompatibility with base
fluids which have lower vapor pressure.

FIGURE 2. Two-step method for the preparation of nanofluid or
nano-insulating oil.

Two-step process involves two-phase process: preparation
of nanofillers such as nanotubes, nanoparticles which are usu-
ally in the form of powder, and dispersion of nanofillers into
the base fluid using techniques like magnetic stirring, ultra-
sonication, etc. as shown by Figure 2 [64]. Fontes et al. [65]
prepared nanofluid by dispersing multiwall carbon nan-
otubes (MWCNT) and diamond in mineral oil by two-
step process. The addition of dispersant during preparation
enhances the stability of nanofluid. Lee and Kim [103] firstly
used oleic acid as a surfactant by mixing it with the mineral
oil upon the application of magnetic stirrer and then dis-
persed magnetic nanoparticles into the oleic acid solution by
using ultra-sonication. Atiya et al. [84] used Cetyl Trimethyl
Ammonium Bromide (CTAB), which is a cationic surfactant,
to enhance the stabilization of nanofluid prepared by two
step method, where Titanium oxide nanoparticle dispersion
in mineral oil. The advantage of two-step process is the possi-
bility of preparing nanofluid on the large scale. The only sig-
nificant flaw with two-step process is the nanoparticle’s high
surface energy, which creates the nanofluid unstable [104].

A. ROLE OF SURFACTANT
The size of nanoparticles and its nature influence the solution
formation which usually results into coagulation or fall off
under gravity. The surfactants are stabilizing reagents, mixed
in liquid to provide the benefit of controlled particle–particle
interactions and stable dispersion of nanoparticles in fluids
for long lifespan [15], [105]–[107]. Sartoratto et al. [59]
observed that the addition of oleic acid into transformer oil
with the dispersion of iron oxide nanoparticles sustain col-
loidal form at room temperature over 2 years. The synthe-
sis of stable mineral oil-based silica nanofluid by two-step
preparation method entails base fluids (Diala S3ZXIG min-
eral oil), SiO2 nanoparticles, Surfactant sorbitan monooleate

and coupling agent Z6011 [94]. Improved TiO2 based nano-
oil synthesis constitutes highly refined mineral oil as Base
oil, TiO2 nanoparticle (size ∼ 100 nm), cetyl trimethyl
ammonium bromide (CTAB) as cationic surfactant [84].
Mansour et al. [99], observed the deterioration in the stability
of nano-based oil and uniform dispersion of nanoparticles
with the excess amount of surfactant due to the formation
of double chain of surfactant around nanoparticles. Many
researchers work highlighted in Table 1 that comprises of np
size and surfactant utilized for NFs based on nanoparticle fea-
tures, base fluids, zeta potential (pH), NF preparation steps,
and mass fraction along with brief summary and findings.

Zeta potential (ζ ) is a property that provides the nanopar-
ticles affinity to agglomerate or de-agglomerate during dis-
persion in the base liquid and ease the surface modification
process to achieve improved dispersion stability [108]. The
higher zeta potential reduces the stability of NF by increasing
the agglomeration rate. The zeta potential of nanoparticles
dispersion in oil is calculated by Helmholtz–Smoluchowski
equation [109] given below.

ζ = µU/ε (1)

where, U is the electrophoretic mobility, and µ and ε are the
viscosity and the dielectric constant of the liquid respectively.
Steric stabilization is acquired by the reduction of agglom-

eration of nanoparticles by reduction of the active surface of
nanoparticles with support of the surfactant. The thresholds
have been set by optimizing the surfactant concentration
not to completely inactivate the surface of nanoparticles.
Whereas, Electrostatic stabilization is attained by charg-
ing the surface of nanoparticles with the same polarity.
Charges are firstly formed on the inner surface of the
nanoparticles at the interface with oil. Then, a layer of
oppositely charged ions, called counter ions or co-ions coun-
terbalances these charges. According to Derjaguin-Landau-
Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory [111], the total interaction
between two nanoparticles is the combination of van der
Waals attraction force and electrostatic repulsion force. Mini-
mum interaction between the nanoparticles or no overlapping
is acquired by the separation between nanoparticles larger
than the combined thickness of their electric double layers.
The surfactant is mixed with the insulating oil to provide
stable interaction between the nanoparticles and oil, which
can be explained by two different stabilization processes as
shown in Figure 3 [110].

IV. MEASUREMENT
Insulating oil diagnosis is complex and essential for the con-
sistent, optimized and efficient operation of power utilities;
numerous electric, non-electric characterizations, and con-
dition monitoring tests (online/offline test) execute on the
dielectric over the course from its pre-installation to lifes-
pan [112]. The fundamental source of insulation failure in a
system involves dissection of defective insulation [27].

Features extraction from oil-based diagnosis is a complex
process and involves numerous parameters of fluids tests
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TABLE 1. Variation in nanoparticle size used for preparation of Nano-based oil.
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FIGURE 3. (a) Steric stabilization; (b) Electrostatic stabilization.

which can be broadly categories in the sub-functional group
on the basis of timeline as [113]:

1. Characterization: to identify the oil and particle profile
2. Dielectric analysis: to determine insulation character-

istics and dielectric coordination.
3. Degradation: to provide information regarding failure,

breakdown, and faults.
4. Aging: to provide the lifespan of oil
Nano-based oil pre-preparation process depends on its

application and desired properties which significantly deter-
mine by particle and oil characterization and manufacturing
and treatment process.

A. CHARACTERIZATION
When the nanoparticles are added to the base oil, the affinity
towards agglomeration is quite common for the dispersant
since the solution may posess the hydrophillic/hydrophobic
nature. Therefore, the measurement and analysis of nanopar-
ticles must be performed before and after intermixing of
dispersant, as the possibility of the enhancement in electrical
properties may not always be feasible [114]. The sizes of
Fe3O4 nanoparticles in vegetable oil, nanodiamond particles
in oil, and TiO2 nanoparticles based NF have been mea-
sured by the laser particle size analyzer [67], [73], [115],
Zetasizer [53].

Particles profile and distribution, impact of surfactant, dis-
persion stability of NFs over temperature range have been
analyzed by using techniques such as Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) [73], [84], [96], [116], [117], Scanning
ElectronMicroscopy (SEM) [87], [118], [120], Thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) [73], [121], [122], Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy [59], [73], [91], dynamic light scatter-
ing (DLS) [94], [123], X-ray diffraction (XRD) [53], and dif-
ferential thermal analysis (DTA) measurements [73], [123].

Zeta potential is a physical property that is attained by
nanoparticle during dispersion in the fluid in the form of
surface charge providing an affinity of agglomeration in
nanoparticles and dispersion stability [73]. The measure-
ments of zeta potential for different NFs have been per-
formed by an electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) particle
counter [124], or by an electrophoresis apparatus [67].

Zeta potential of TiO2 based NF have been measured by
conventional method for calculating drift velocity of nanopar-
ticle in an electric field [84].

Nano-based oil is analyzed by using various tests based
on different parameters and are compared with conventional
insulating oil characteristics [4].

The tests ranges from the conventional breakdown test [97]
to non-breakdown test [125], depending upon the necessity.
The parameters of the oil are determined by relative mea-
suring equipment or experimental setup as per national and
international standards enlisted below in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Standards for measuring characteristics of insulating liquids.

B. DIELECTRIC ANALYSIS
The application of the insulating oil over the vast range of
power utilities emphasize on the advancement in the dielec-
tric and heat exchange characteristics of dielectric liquid
which further leads to the innovation of nanofluids [12].
Dielectric status of insulating oil covers breakdown strength,
dissipation factor, dielectric permittivity, partial discharge
and resistivity to provide the dielectric safety margin of insu-
lation under the normal operating conditions and faults [130].

Breakdown Strength of the nano-based oils need to be
measured for the regulation of its operability and capability
to act as the electrical insulation. Breakdown strength of
oil is measured under different conditions like AC, DC and
impulse voltage to analysis behavior under different oper-
ating conditions. The AC breakdown voltage measurements
of the nanofluids need to be accomplished in accordance
with international standard [131]–[134]. The conventional
AC breakdown tester have been utilized on nanofluids such
as ferrofluids [57], [59], [61] and silica based nanofluid [94].
The breakdown measurement with varying Electrode spec-
ification (i.e. shapes, gap) [116], [118], [135] and differ-
ent electrode material (i.e. copper [87], stainless steel [136]
has been performed. The advancement of HVDC in power
transmission results into the evaluation of the DC breakdown
strength of transformer oil as per standards [131], [133].
The DC breakdown strength dependence on the electrode
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profile and magnetic field have been illustrated for magnetic
nanoparticles based oil [114], [117], [118], [137] and for
non-magnetic nanoparticles [85], [115]. Behavioral response
of nanofluids under switching and lighting impulse sce-
nario have been analyzed as per standard IEC 60897 [138],
ASTM D 3300-85 [139], and IS–11697:1986 [140] by
various author [57], [73], [123].

Dielectric response of insulating materials is character-
ized by relative permittivity, dissipation factor, and elec-
trical resistivity. Dielectric response of insulation signifies
the polarization of substance in existence of additives
(nanofillers), quantified by dielectric permittivity and dissi-
pation constant [141]. The measurement of relative permit-
tivity of insulating oil has been performed for ZnO [142],
TiO2 [78], [87], [90], insulated and magnetic nanoparticle-
based oil [73], [143], nano-based vegetable oil and ZrO2
based nanofluid [144]–[146]. The complex components of
dielectric permittivity and dissipation factor of the paraffin
oil with nano-additives (TiO2, Al2O3) have been measured
over varying frequency [69], [82]. Permittivity and loss factor
of magnetic fluid in presence of magnetic field have been
quantified [62]. The resistivity and dissipation factor of mag-
netic fluid have been measured via a equipment based on
IEC 60247 standard [144] by applying 500 kV (DC) and
2000 kV (AC, 60Hz) respectively [59]. The volume resis-
tivity of nano-modified vegetable oil [73], [143] and BN
or Fe2O3 modified insulating oil has been analyzed over
frequency [87]. The resistivity influence on nanoparticle of
silica aerosol on castor oil can be a measurement of DC
conduction current [147], [148].

C. DEGRADATION AND AGING
The performance and efficiency of nanofillers based insu-
lating oil are evaluated by other electrical including Aging,
Partial discharge, Moisture content, Electric Conductivity
measurement in accordance with the international standards
as given in Table 2.

Partial discharge (PD), as a nondestructive test for
nanofluid testing are performed for the identification of the
PD parameters like PD inception voltage (PDIV) [149],
PD duration, PD rise time, total discharge magnitude, cur-
rent impulse. PD phenomenon for silica, fullerene in min-
eral oil [125], ZrO2 nano mixed enamel [136], magnetic
nanofluid [62] determined by the time-resolved experimental
set-up as per IEC 60270 [150]. PDIV measurement of TiO2
based NF [90], [111] and Magnetite, Graphene oxide and
Silicone oxide based NFs [116], [117] have been measured
by using PD detector. The moisture is an undesirable content
in any insulation system and therefore, its miniaturization
and quantification are necessary for better operation. The
moisture content and thermal influence in SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2,
and Fe2O3 based NFs have been measured moisture and tem-
perature meter [57], [66], [77], [79], [83], [94]–[96], [151],
[155]–[157].

For the vast applications, the insulating oils should serve
as insulant as well as coolant and better heat transfer

capability is demanded from nanofluid as futuristic oil.
Thermal conductivity is a measure of fluid’s heat transfer
capability based on techniques such as transient hot-wire
method [87], [120], [124], [160], the 3ω method [161],
the thermal constants analyzer method [107], the cylindri-
cal cell method [162], the temperature oscillation method,
and the thermal comparator method [163]. The NFs thermal
conductivity measured using conventional [94], [97], and
non-conventional (i.e. infrared thermal imager [53]) [90],
[107], [164], and automatic thermal conductivity measuring
system [70].

The viscosity plays a key role in the heat transfer property
of insulating liquid and is measured for different nanoflu-
ids [91], [94], [95], [107], [159], [160], [165]. Transformer
oils have flash point that reduces with nanofluid, as the
ignition and the safe operating temperature range is also been
determined [159], [166].

The condition monitoring of any power utilities contains
the quantitative analysis of insulation degradation and aging
due to continuous operating stress. The condition monitor-
ing of nanofluids requires dielectric as well as mechanical
testing over the times and most of the time utilized artificial
aging [97].

V. CHARACTERISTICS OF NANOFLUIDS
A. BREAKDOWN CHARACTERISTIC
Each liquid known as insulant must inherit the capability
to withstanding power frequency AC voltage as well as
unwanted lightning and switching impulse voltage appear
during operating conditions of power system. Newly devel-
oped nano based oil shows extraordinary enhanced dielectric
strength when compared with its base oil. The levels of
enhancement measured with different voltage magnitude and
waveform (such as AC, DC or impulse) as well as nanopar-
ticles. Initially, conventional breakdown strength testing or
power frequency tests have been performed on NFs for qual-
ity assessment, then its withstand capability in the presence
of contaminants, moisture and other atmospheric conditions
has been measured [167]. The breakdown measurements are
categories into three section as discuss above are common
testing performed on different nanoparticles based nanoflu-
ids. Enhancement (kj) can be measured in term of ratio of
nanofluids and base oil as shown in equation 2.

kj =
Breakdown voltage (kV ) of NF with varying np conc.

Breakdown voltage of base oil
(2)

where, j = 1,2,3 for AC/power frequency breakdown test;
2 for DC breakdown test and 3 for impulse breakdown test
respectively. The experimental data is derived from various
research published in papers are analyze to process it to
compare the quality and performance of nanofluids graph-
ically to improve the understandability. The k1 shows the
change in power frequency or AC breakdown strength of
nanofluid as compared to base oil with change in nanoparticle
concentration, all conclusively observed graphed in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4. The ratio of AC breakdown strength of nanofluid with respect
to AC breakdown strength of base fluid is defined as AC breakdown
variation ratio, k1. The changes in k1 with variation in concentration of
nanoparticles [53], [57], [59], [61], [62], [66], [76], [78], [79], [81], [83],
[90], [119], [123], [127], [143], [157], [159], [160], [169]–[172].

FIGURE 5. The changes in k2 and k2′ with variation in concentration of
nanoparticles. The ratio of positive and negative DC breakdown strength
of nanofluid to the base fluid is defined as positive and negative DC
breakdown variation ratio, k2 and k2′ respectively [66], [114], [115], [117],
[118], [173], [174].

The k2 signifies alteration in DC breakdown strength of
nanofluid with respect to its base oil with increasing nanopar-
ticle concentration, all observation categorically (i.e. positive
and negative) plotted in Figure 5. Similarly, impulse break-
down strength enhancements are signifying by k3, and plot in
Figure 6. Themaximum enhancement observedwith different
type of nanoparticles mixed with dielectric liquids to its base
oil have been discuss with time line in this section and also
illustrate graphically.

The firstly prepared magnetic colloid (or ferrofluid) as
an insulating oil showed the improvement in AC as well

FIGURE 6. The variation in k3 and k3’ with variation in concentration of
nanoparticles. The ratio of positive and negative impulse breakdown
strength of nanofluid to the base fluid is defined as variation ratio,
k3 and k3’ respectively [81], [83], [86], [121], [123], [143], [159], [172].

as impulse breakdown strength in the exposure of environ-
ment [57] and over a range of magnetization [168]. AC [60]
and DC impulse [117], [118] dielectric breakdown of fer-
rofluid over electrode separation with orientations of mag-
netic field under electric field, optimized result was found at
0.01% (Is = 3mT). Sartoratto et al. [59] illustrated only AC
breakdown characteristics of different concentration of mag-
netic nanoparticles in nanofluid when treated with the best
surfactant out of available surfactant on the basis of stability.
O’Sullivan [169] and Hwang et al. [170], [171] explained
the enhanced and improved performance of transformer
oil based nanofluid by modeling a relationship between
streamer propagation and relaxation time of nanoparticles.
Herchl et al. [62] covered the breakdown distribution function
using mathematical techniques over magnetic-based trans-
former oil. Chiesa and Das [120] failed the streamer the-
ory [171] by using nanoparticles with lower relaxation time
and showed enhancement in breakdown strength of NF by a
non-destructive breakdown test. Kudelcik et al. [114] illus-
trated the improvement in DC breakdown strength till 1% vol
conc. of magnetic nanoparticle-based transformer oil, which
deteriorated for the higher concentration of nanoparticles
and also showed the negative influence of magnetic field
on NF. The Semiconductive nanoparticle (TiO2) based NFs
increased both for AC aswell as lightning breakdown strength
to a non-similar saturation concentration [81], [83].

A comparative study shows that chemically treated TiO2
nanoparticle dispersion in transformer oil withstand higher
voltage even in the presence of moisture as compared to
untreated TiO2 based transformer oil [76], [79]. The intro-
duction of nanotechnology in biodegradable vegetable oil
increased AC as well as impulse breakdown strength from
49.9 to 59.8 kV and from 83.59 to 93.74 kV as shown
in Figure 4 and Figure 6 respectively [143]. Fe2O3 based
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natural ester oil improves the breakdown strength to 20% as
compared to the base fluid [119] while TiO2 based ester oil
improves to 30% [77]. Du et al. [123] justified the mecha-
nism of enhanced AC and lightning breakdown strength of
semiconductive-based transformer oil by shallow trap density
and charge transportation.

Given et al. [115] showed the comparative study of
the influence of magnetic nanoparticle on mineral oil,
Midel 7131 oil, and THESO oil resulting into the higher
enhancement in positive DC and negative DC breakdown test
for mineral andMidel 7131 as shown in Figure 5. Impulse test
is performed only on nano-based Midel oil showing positive
results. AC, lightning, and 1% probability breakdown of TiO2
based Transformer oil was 6∼26%, 23∼34%, and 22∼58%
higher than base oil respectively [172].

Lv et al. [157] prepared new transformer oil based on
SiO2 and Al2O3, which enhanced the breakdown strength
of base fluid at an optimum concentration and deteri-
orated at some concentration due to the agglomeration.
Nanofluid-impregnated pressboard (NP) showed higher AC
and DC breakdown voltage as compared to oil impreg-
nated pressboard (OP) [173], [174]. ZrO2 and TiO2 based
insulating oil showed maximum AC breakdown voltage
increment and lightning breakdown voltage at 0.01%wt and
0.005%wt [159]. The negative influence on the increment of
surfactant in NF on its breakdown characteristics has been
discussed by Mansour et al. [99].
Lee et al. [61] showed that the magnetic-based insulating

oil when treated with an optimum amount of surfactant raised
the breakdown voltage to 3.3 times of base oil for concentra-
tion (8 < 0.65%) and showed negative effect at the higher
concentration. The high water content hardly influenced on
TiO2 [67], [151] and SiO2 [95] based transformer oil when
compared to the transformer oil, and yielded better break-
down strength. Lee and Kim [103] showed that the magnetic-
based transformer oil gave breakdown strength double as
compared to pure oil, which further enhanced 30% more
under magnetic field. Li et al. [73] observed that the veg-
etable oil based nanofluid gave 20% greater AC breakdown
voltage and enhanced lightning voltage. Hanai et al. [78]
showed that the AC breakdown enhancement for shaped TiO2
and ZnO based oil. The aged transformer oil breakdown
strength enhanced using stable and uniform dispersion of
TiO2 [80]–[82]. Dehkordi [175] compared the breakdown
strength of TiO2 based NF over the time with pure oil [80]
under temperature variation.

Atiya et al. [84] showed 27 % enhancement of insulat-
ing oil with the stable TiO2 nanoparticle. Du and Li [90]
improved the breakdown strength with new insulated BN
nanoparticle in transformer oil but with lower performance
when compared to magnetic-based NF [87] with tempera-
ture range according to bubble theory. Cavallini et al. [66]
illustrated AC as well as DC (both positive and negative)
characteristics of magnetic, silica, and graphene oxide based
nanofluids under uniform and divergent field to determine the
superior NF.

The dielectric strength of transformer oil declined with
the amount of multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) and
nano-diamond dispersion in the oil, [160] while slightly
increased in breakdown strength by nano-diamond has also
been observed [53]. The minimum influence on breakdown
strength of silicone oil has been observed with the dispersion
of ZnO and SiO2 [166]. Sima et al. [121] andWang et al. [86]
illustrated the impulse breakdown strength of conductive,
semiconductive, and dielectric nanoparticles dispersion in oil.
Dhar et al. [127] showed the percentile enhancement in the
breakdown strength of graphene and carbon nanotube-based
oil with varying size and concentration and comparative study
with the prediction model.

Ibrahim et al. [71] showed the enhancement in break-
down strength with CdS (cadmium sulphide), Ferrous nickel
oxide (Fe2NiO4), and its mixture with a probability dis-
tribution. Li et al. [122] showed AC breakdown voltage
of Fe3O4 based vegetable oil increased by 24.5% with
the variation in nanoparticles size and influence of sur-
factant thickness over nanoparticles are also discussed.
Peppas et al. [176] used three different electrode configura-
tions under divergent and uniform electric field to study the
statistical distribution (normal, Weibull, Gumbel and gener-
alized extreme value (GEV) distribution) of AC breakdown
strength probability of the nanoparticle-based mineral and
ester oil. Aluminum nitride (AlN) based transformer oil gave
the positive lightning impulse and AC breakdown voltage
amplified around 50% and declined to 20-30% than the
pure transformer oil [70]. The AC Breakdown voltage of
Magnetic-based oil after impulse testing showed lesser value
as compared to initial AC breakdown voltage and optimum
result with 0.3% concentration [63].

The breakdown strength of the oil grows with insertion of
nanoparticles upto certain limit but sustainability cannot be
ensured with nanoparticle coagulating nature over a period
of time.

B. DIELECTRIC PROPERTY
The dielectric properties (permittivity, loss factor) of
magnetic-based NFs show significant sensitivity for the mag-
netic field and electric field and their orientation at threshold
frequency [62]. The outline of variation of dielectric charac-
teristics includes dissipation factor, relative permittivity, and
resistivity with respect to the mass fraction of diverse NPs has
been illustrated in Figure 7, 8 and 9 respectively. TiO2 mod-
ified transformer oil doesn’t show change in relative
permittivity and resistivity [83].

The better resistivity and permittivity have been attained
for nano-modified transformer oil [143]. The viscosity
and dissipation factor of ZrO2 and TiO2 based insulat-
ing oil showed the maximum increment in the concen-
tration of 0.005%wt with more preference to TiO2 [159].
Shen et al. [126] showed the abruptly high electrical con-
ductivity of ZnO based insulated oil around 973 times than
base oil and further temperature dependency have been mea-
sured [177]. Mergos et al. [69] illustrated the dielectric
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FIGURE 7. The variation in dissipation factor of transformer oil with
respect to mass fraction of nanoparticle: Fe3O4 [59], [62], [87],
ZrO2 [159], TiO2 [78], [159] BN [87], [90], and nanodiamond [53].

FIGURE 8. The variation in relative permittivity of transformer oil with
respect to mass fraction of nanoparticle: Fe3O4 [59], [62], [87], TiO2 [78],
and BN [87], [90].

response and polarization phenomenon in paraffin oil with the
dispersion of metal oxide and nanopowder through complex
permittivity and dissipation factor as a function of frequency.

Vegetable oil based nanofluid gave very similar resis-
tivity and dissipation factor and enhanced permittivity as
the base oil for over a range of frequency greater than
1Hz [73]. ZnO based NF enhanced the relative permit-
tivity with concentration changed from 2.135 to 2.180 at
0.2 vol% [142] and the result ZnO and TiO2 based nano-oil
are validated with randomly arranged model [78]. BN based
NF showed increase in relative permittivity to 2.34 with
increased filler to 0.1wt%, while the reduction in dissi-
pation factor from 0.315 to 0.226 [90]. The effects of
moisture on ferrofluid [153] and silica and fullerene-based
oil [94], [97] observed is minimum as compared to the base
oil. Du et al. [87] illustrated the dielectric behavior with

FIGURE 9. The variation in electric resistivity of transformer oil with
respect to mass fraction of nanoparticle: Fe3O4 [59], [62], [87],
ZrO2 [159], TiO2 [78], [159], and Nanodiamond [53].

varying temperature showing better property for Fe2O3 based
oil as compared to BN based oil.

C. DISCHARGE
Partial discharge is a localized electrical discharge that
only partially bridges the insulation between conductors
and may or may not occur adjacent to a conductor [150].
Magnetic-based nanofluid deterioration and loss analysis
using partial discharge current impulses showed the opti-
mized performance with concentration of 8 = 0.0024 [62].
PDIV of Semiconductive-based NP is enhanced by 66.8%
from 13.08 kV for OP to 21.82 kV for NP [173].
Zhong et al. [77] illustration on TiO2 based ester oil effec-
tively improved the partial discharge characteristics and less-
ened the aging impact [80]. The discharges magnitudes
decreased with BN nanoparticle concentration and improved
the dielectric strength of oil [90].

Irwanto et al. [153] showed the minimum impact on
PDIV due to the dispersion of ferrofluid in presence of
moisture. Jin [97] and Jin et al. [125], [178] discussed sil-
ica and fullerene-based oil showing inception voltage up to
20% and 10% respectively which is higher than pure oil
and reduction in discharge magnitude have been observed as
well, which is depicted in Table 3. PDIV of AlN-based oil
enhanced by 20% than base oil [70].

D. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTIC
The efficient and stable nano insulating oil (NIO) depends
upon the size and construction of NP. NPs with size in the
range of hundreds of nm can be stably dispersed in the solvent
and doesn’t fall or precipitate due to the high interaction
of NP and liquid dielectric [15]. The smaller sized NP is
well dispersed [179] but larger sized NP needs a surfactant
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TABLE 3. Percentage variation in PDIV with nanoparticles in oil.

to stabilize in insulating oil. The size of NP varies with
fabrication, compound rheological structure, implemented
by authors for dielectric improvement. Particle size goes on
increasing as time passes due to the large affinity of agglom-
erate together [122]. Atiya et al. [84] illustrated that NPs
with large zeta potential have less attraction between them
and show more stability. The ultimate activeness of NP is
due to the increase in surface energy from the increment of
surface atoms [180]. DLVO theory [111] explained that the
stability of NPs is the balancing of Van der Waals force of
attraction (VA) and electrical double layer repulsive force (VR)
as given in equation (3). The total potential force on the
particle is VT , while VA and VR are expressed in equation (4)
and equation (5) respectively.

VT = VA + VR (3)

VA = A/12πD2 (4)

VR = 2πε.aξ. exp−κD (5)

where,A is the Hamaker constant,D is the particle separation,
a is the particle radius, ε is the solvent solubility, ξ is the
zeta potential, and κ is a function of the ionic composition.
Higher zeta potential signifies the stability of NPs with the
lower surface potential energy and lesser attraction [181].

E. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Choi [6] developed nanofluids for application of heat
exchange in the early 1990s, which latter showed ideal
replacement of conventional transformer oil with extraor-
dinary thermal conductivity characteristics. Cu-transformer
oil based NF is utilized for theoretical thermodynamics
model to observe the enhancement up to 40% than the base
oil [182]. Choi et al. [124] characterized the diverse shaped
Aluminum compounds (AlN, Al2O3) nanoparticle-based oil
with enhanced thermal conductivity along with other ther-
mal properties and its deterioration with a mass of surfac-
tant. Chiesa and Das [120] explained the thermodynamics of
different characteristics nanoparticles in transformer oil by
analyzing thermal conductivity and medium effective theory.
Hwang et al. [92] discovered thermal conductivity enhance-
ments of oil-based MWCNT and fullerene nanofluids as
a function of the particle volume fraction up to 8.7% at
0.5 vol% and 6.0% at 5 vol% respectively. Jin [97] illustrated

the minimum impact of Silica and fullerene on thermal con-
ductivity of transformer oil over the range of temperature and
even poor thermal conductivity at the higher concentration
of NP. Fontes et al. [160] showed the thermal conductivity
of mineral with carbon nanotube and diamond nanoparticle
concentration increased up to 20% as compared to mineral
oil. Du et al. [87] and Du and Li [90] explained the signif-
icant increment in thermal characteristics of transformer oil
with a dispersion of BN and Fe3O4 NP due to the ballistic
phonon transport and minor influence of Brownian motion
with BN being superior in thermal characteristics. The syn-
thesis with improvement (14.5%) in the thermal conductivity
of sustained nanodiamond implemented on the Newtonian
nanofluids-based on naphthenic oil has been performed by
Shukla and Aiyer [53]. The experimental results showed that
the thermal conductivity has been increased by 3-7% because
of the addition of AlN nanoparticles, which got saturated at
specific NP concentration [70].

VI. ELECTRODYNAMICS PROCESS
Insulating oil based Nanofluid fabricated with a dispersion of
nanoparticles have been categorized into conductive nanopar-
ticles, semiconductive nanoparticle and dielectric nanopar-
ticle pertaining to its characteristics which yielded positive
results. The Electrodynamic process undergone in nanofluid
is beyond convention breakdown theory, delivered realization
for the improved dielectric characteristics.

O’Sullivan [169] proposed the model based on streamer
propagation in nano-based oil. The streamer is the resul-
tant of the ionization of oil molecules depending upon the
electric field leading to the formation of electric field wave
but nanoparticles act as the electron absorber and convert it
into a slow moving negatively charged ion. The relaxation
time (T ) signifies the duration of polarization as expressed in
equation (6) is very minute for conductive nanoparticle, when
compared to the oil molecules.

τ =
2ε1 + ε2
2σ1 + σ2

(6)

where, ε1 and ε2 are the permittivities of transformer oil
and NP, respectively; and σ1 and σ2 are the conductivities.
Finitely charged nanoparticles change the potential distribu-
tion, and negatively effects the streamer flow in nano insulat-
ing oil (NIO) resultantly improving its breakdown strength.
The streamer propagation illustrates the better breakdown
strength for NPs with lower relaxation time and unable to
illustrate the better performance of the NP with larger relax-
ation time [120]. Du et al. [123] proposed the mechanism the
Dielectric enhancement with the dispersion of high relaxation
time for semiconductive nanoparticles (SNP). Charge flow
in the insulating liquid is delayed by the trapping of fast
moving electron by high shallow trap density of SNP and
rebounds in oil, which decelerates the Electric fieldwave flow
or the streamer movement. A verification of model is per-
formed with the measurement of trap distribution and charge
transportation characteristics of SNP based transformer oil
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with TiO2(τ = 77s) [67], [85]. The dielectric breakdown
of insulating oil is due to the formation bubble and its
elongation allows the movement of electrons in the field to
generate a conducting channel within the liquid gap [87]. One
of the causes of bubble formation is joules heat produced
at electrodes. The dispersion of NP improves the thermal
conductivity of base oil and leads to the reduction in bub-
ble formation and improvement in breakdown strength of
NP-based oil.

VII. IMMINENT OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
Nanotechnology is in the hotlist for many industrial appli-
cation originators as it shows the inaccurately explained
profitable features [7]. Nanofluids as modern insulating oil
are profitable and eco-friendly replacement for conventional
petroleum-based insulating oil [73]. The Dielectric improve-
ment of even, aged operated oil with a dispersion of nano-
sized particles in milli-range amount is making impossible to
reality [151]. The extraordinary thermal convention features
with better breakdown strength of nano-based oil will be
opening future opportunities.

The obstacles still remain in transforming practical inves-
tigation to real life applications. The long-term stable char-
acteristics of dielectric liquid are the basic necessity, which
is not possible in NFs due to the affinity of agglomeration
shown by NPs [158]. The agglomeration is subsequently of
diverse nature of oil-NPs, pH, moisture content, and Zeta
potential [183]. The surfactant is mixed to enhance the sta-
bility but its volume influences the thermal [7] and electri-
cal characteristics [122] of nano-based oil. The metal NPs
in the presence of electric field gets electroplated on the
electrode, which is unwanted, and reduces the optimized
favorable concentration in transformer oil [71], [96]. The
diverse value of electrical conductivity, permittivity and dis-
sipation factor influence the existing electrical field distri-
bution in transformer oil, may create stress point which is
undesirable [62], [69].

VIII. CONCLUSION
Nanotechnology as a next generation tool allows us to provide
smart solution to obtain advanced insulation system hav-
ing extraordinary enhanced dielectric strength and minimum
influence of environmental parameters with eco-friendly
nature. This review includes preparation, experimental inves-
tigation, electrical and physio-thermal characterization, and
mechanism of all kind of nanoparticles in the base dielec-
tric, ranging from conventional paraffin-based mineral oil
to synthetic environmental friendly MIDEL oil. The only
significant challenge is the stability of nanoparticle in base
oil, which agglomerates over the period and deterioration
improves when size reaches in microns. The surfactant gives
the capability of stable and uniform dispersion ofNP but over-
coating of NP is unwanted. The researchers and engineers
need to topple the blockage to make it economic and efficient
commercial insulating oil.
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